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Abstract

Chemical erosion of carbon can be described as function of the incident ion flux, the ion

energy and the surface temperature. Spectroscopy on the hydrocarbon break-up products

CH and C2 is applied to determine in-situ hydrocarbon fluxes and quantify the chemical ero-

sion by means of hydrocarbon injection. Present-day knowledge on critical issues concerning

the erosion yield and its determination is presented: Effective inverse photon efficiencies are

measured in TEXTOR for different hydrocarbon species and compared with calculations

from HYDKIN. The underlying database for the methane break-up, used in different ero-

sion/deposition models, has been put to test. The chemical erosion yield related to higher

hydrocarbons is determined to be lower in the JET outer divertor than measured in previous

experiments. In ASDEX Upgrade and DIII-D first in-situ calibrations of hydrocarbon fluxes

in the detached outer divertor are performed.
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1. Introduction

The use of carbon-based materials for plasma-facing components (pfc) in fusion devices is

connected to the appearance of chemical erosion, followed by carbon migration and deposi-

tion. The main chamber has been identified as one of the main sources of eroded carbon,

and marker experiments indicated a stepwise transport of carbon towards the deposition-

dominated inner divertor [1]. The outer divertor often exhibits balanced erosion/deposition,

though net erosion has been observed in some devices [2]. The experimental determination

of carbon fluxes -atomic and molecular ones- is crucial for the understanding of migration

and verification of erosion/deposition codes [3] which are used for predictions of erosion and

tritium co-deposition in the ITER divertor.

Passive emission spectroscopy has access to fluxes ΓC of carbon in different ionisation states

as well as of molecular fragments of hydrocarbons, in particular CH and C2 radicals, and

thus, to the physical sputtering Y phys
C and chemical erosion yield Y chem

C . Y chem
C can be de-

scribed as a function of ion energy, ion flux and surface temperature [4], though uncertainties

with respect, among others, to data interpretation, higher hydrocarbons and extrapolation

to detached plasma regimes exist.

Essential for the Y chem
C is the quantification of Γchem

C which is made with the aid of photon

fluxes φ of hydrocarbon break-up products and effective inverse photon efficiencies. This

indirect conversion includes the dissociation chain and has been identified as a critical issue.

In-situ calibration with injection of hydrocarbons takes into account local conditions like

plasma parameters, surface properties and geometry.

2. The spectroscopic approach to determine Γchem
C and Y chem

C

Spectroscopy is used to determine particle fluxes in fusion devices [5]. Photon fluxes are

converted into particle fluxes with the aid of inverse photon efficiencies, or so-called S/XB

or D/XB values. There S stands for the ionisation rate coefficient of an atom, D for the
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decay rate coefficient of a molecule which represents its “loss” by either dissociation or ioni-

sation, and XB is the excitation rate coefficient of the observed transition weighted with the

branching ratio for a given set of electron density ne and temperature Te.

The carbon flux Γtotal
C = Γchem

C +Γphys
C can be deduced by observation of carbon ion radiation,

i.e. CII, and due consideration of corresponding S/XB values from ADAS [6]. Although this

emission is localised in the plasma edge, no information about the source processes, whether

involving physical or chemical sputtering, can be obtained. The hydrocarbon flux Γchem
C and

with it Y chem
C ' Γchem

C

ΓD
, the flux ratio of chemically eroded carbon to the impinging hydrogen,

is needed to distinguish between these processes. The recycling flux ΓD [7] is assumed to be

equivalent to the impinging ion flux.

2.1 Photon fluxes and effective inverse photon efficiencies for hydrocarbons

The carbon flux Γchem
C originates from molecules of the methane (CHx with x ≤ 4), the

ethane (C2Hy with y ≤ 6) and the propane family (C3Hz with z ≤ 8) and is given by

Γchem
C = ΓCHx

C + 2Γ
C2Hy

C + 3ΓC3Hz
C + .... The initial hydrocarbon as well as the main part of

molecular ions or radicals built up along the complex destruction path [8] in the plasma can-

not be detected by emission spectroscopy. Only CH , CH+ and C2 can be observed; the CH

Gerö band, main representative for CHx, the C2 Swan band, representative for C2Hy, and

the CH+ Douglas-Herzberg band are the main recorded transitions in fusion-related plasmas

[9]. Effective D/XB values include the dissociation chain for given plasma parameters [10].

For CHx and C2Hy the important ones are:

[
D

XB

]CHx→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
=

ΓCHx

φCHx→CH
A 2∆→X 2Π[

D

XB

]C2Hy→C2

d 3Π→a 3Π
=

ΓC2Hy

φ
C2Hy→C2

d 3Π→a 3Π

and
[

D

XB

]C2Hy→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
=

ΓC2Hy

φ
C2Hy→CH
A 2∆→X 2Π

Fig.1a shows examples of spectra and simulations for the Douglas-Herzberg and the Gerö

bands. Reduced spectral ranges are chosen to cover a contamination-free representative por-

tion of the band. Different wavelength ranges (λspan) for the CD Gerö band are in use:
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429.5-431.0nm at TEXTOR [10], ASDEX Upgrade [11] and JT-60U [12], which cover the

first 1.5nm at the band head, as well as 427.0-431.5nm at DIII-D [13] and 427.8-431.5nm

at JET [14].Data for the CH and CD Gerö band presented here are normalised to the full

spectral range of the electronic transition (spanning: 415.0-445.0nm) by multiplying with

calculated expansion factors fCH or CD
A−X (Trot, λspan) [10,11] except where other indications are

made. These expansion factors are determined by the ratio of the light emission in λspan to

the total light emission of the A-X band which can be obtained from spectra fitting or simu-

lation for a given ro-vibrational population [15]. Data for the C2 Swan band are normalised

in a similar way with the aid of fC2
d−a(Trot, λspan) (see sec.3).

2.2 Experimental realisation of injection experiments

Calibration experiments with injection of stable hydrocarbons are carried out to determine

effective D/XB values and, thus, to relate the emitted photon flux of hydrocarbon fragments

to the flux of injected hydrocarbon particles. The individual injection rate is chosen high

enough to ensure significant photon fluxes from the injection with respect to the intrinsic

background and low enough to minimise plasma disturbances. Apart from JET, where a

multiple injection through toroidally circumferential gas inlets is made [14], all other exper-

iments presented here are done with single injections.

In the case of circumferential injection at JET (∼ 2 · 1021 part.
s

), a toroidally homogeneous

distribution of the injected gas in the observation volume is assumed. The edge plasma is

disturbed and reference discharges are necessary to take changes in the hydrocarbon source

strength into account. Experimentally determined quantities are averages over large areas.

Note that recent experiments in DIII-D with circumferential injection of methane through

the upper plenum were performed without significant disturbance of the edge plasma pa-

rameters [16].

In the case of single gas injections (0.5 − 15 · 1018 part.
s

), a perturbation of the local plasma
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parameters at a representative location occurs but reference discharges are unnecessary due

to the low degree of perturbation. The observation volume has to be chosen large enough to

ensure that all photons induced by the gas injection are detected. Transfer to other locations

might be affected by uncertainties [17]. At ASDEX Upgrade [18] and DIII-D [19] the gas

injection systems, discussed here, are integral part of the outer divertor and thus embedded

in carbon-based target plates. The porous-plug injector PPI is in particular in use to simu-

late the chemically eroded carbon by injection through micro holes. At TEXTOR, different

injection systems, either integrated in limiters or in metallic tubes, have been applied in a

flexible vacuum lock system [7].

3. Experimentally determined and calculated effective inverse photon efficiencies

Spectrum simulations of the Gerö and the Swan band in different experiments have shown

that the ro-vibrational populations, and therewith the expansion factors, are quite robust

and vary only slightly with plasma parameters. Typical rotational temperatures have been

found for a wide range of plasma parameters: 3500+/-500 K for the Gerö band with

fCD
A−X(Trot = 3500K, λspan = 429.5nm − 431.0nm) = 2.8 and fCH

A−X(Trot = 3500K,λspan =

430.0nm − 431.5nm) = 2.8 for the complete A − X transition and 3000+/-1000 K for the

Swan band with fC2
d−a(Trot = 3000K, λspan = 515.3nm−516.6nm) = 4 for the main diagonals

(∆v = 0 with v = 0 − 3) of the d − a transition. The origin of the C2 molecule seems to

plays no role, even sublimated C2, observed at an accidently overheated graphite protection

tile in TEXTOR, shows for comparable plasma conditions an almost identical ro-vibrational

population in comparison to C2 from hydrocarbon injections (fig.1b).

3.1 Effective D/XB values for different hydrocarbons in TEXTOR

A benchmark experiment in TEXTOR has been performed to validate the underlying data

base for the hydrocarbon break-up [8] used in the ERO code. Different hydrocarbons were

injected in D or H plasmas. The use of different isotopes allows to distinguish between CD
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and CH as well as between D and H from the break-up and the plasma background. The

observation volume was chosen large enough to ensure that molecular hydrocarbon fragments

of type CH or C2 are either dissociated or ionised before leaving the observation volume.

Losses due to transport out of the volume can be excluded. 2D images from top and from

the side recorded with intensified CCD cameras equipped with interference filters for the

observed transitions were used for verification (fig.2a). Gas inlet and observation volume

were free of graphite surfaces, thus no intrinsic neutral and molecular carbon was detectable

prior to the injection. Moreover, no significant surface area for local deposition exists within

the observation volume under consideration of the short penetration depth of the fragments

(fig.2b). The observed light emission can be referred completely to the bare impact of the

plasma on the injected hydrocarbons; secondary effects caused by either sinks or sources of

hydrocarbons at surfaces can be excluded.

D/XB values for the different injected species (tab.1) were related to the edge plasma pa-

rameters at the position of maximum light emission (fig.2b). These are in the case of D

plasmas: ne = 2.2 ·1018m−3 and Te = 35eV and in the case of H plasmas: ne = 1.8 ·1018m−3

and Te = 45eV as taken from the outer midplane and measured by Langmuir probes [20]

or He-beam diagnostics [21]. These non-local edge plasma parameters were not influenced

by the hydrocarbon injection. Local measurement of Te by a Langmuir probe, installed for

comparable experiments directly next to the gas inlet, indicate a slight reduction of Te of less

than 15% during the injection. This grade of disturbance is in-line with Te measurements

during the hydrocarbon injection obtained from the analysis of the Balmer-β to Balmer-γ

line ratio in the emission cloud of the background plasma. The gas inlet was positioned

1.5cm (H) and 2.0cm (D) behind the LCFS. The uncertainty in each effective D/XB values

is below 20%.

D/XB values for CH and CD denoted with JR are calculated with the aid of HYDKIN [22],
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a reaction kinetic analysis solver for the catabolism of hydrocarbon in hydrogen plasmas,

and vibrationally resolved emission rate coefficients for the Gerö band. These vibrationally

resolved emission rate coefficients are 1.48 times larger than the non-vibrational resolved

ones [11] which are ordinary applied in HYDKIN (memo in [22]). The effective D/XB values

presented here are diminished by this factor 1.48 in comparison with the standard HYDKIN

output.

HYDKIN assumes a constant plasma background as input parameter. The calculation of

D/XB values is reasonable as long as the variation of the involved rate coefficients is small in

the plasma parameter range where the molecular fragments exist. The ERO code [3] takes

additionally the transport, the edge plasma parameters profiles and the local geometry into

account. Modelling has so far only been applied for CD4 (fig.2c).
[

D
XB

]CD4→CD

A 2∆→X 2Π
from ERO

amounts to 32 and is in agreement with the experimental value of 36, and slightly lower than

the HYDKIN value of 46. Thus, the database for the methane break-up [8] is reliable in

the plasma parameter range of TEXTOR. However, ERO modelling is needed for an exact

interpretation of the injection experiments, but HYDKIN calculations can be applied as a

step in testing the database.

Photon efficiencies for C2 and CH from C2Hy and C3Hz calculated with HYDKIN and the

emission rate coefficient for the Swan band [11] are comparable with the measured values,

they differ at most by a factor of 2, where less CH light and more C2 light is predicted from

calculations. This indicates uncertainties in the database for C2Hy and C3Hz with respect

to the branching ratio of higher hydrocarbons.

Information about the break-up reactions can be deduced from effective inverse photon ef-

ficiencies for C, C+, and H, build along the dissociation chain. These conversion factors,

normalised to the number of C atoms or H atoms in the initial hydrocarbon, can be related

to bare S/XB values from ADAS for atoms and ions. The ratio
[

S
XB

]
ADAS

/
[

D
XB

]
EXP

for
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the different fragments and their electronic transitions is defined as the normalised photon-

per-particle production efficiency η. For CH4 the following values
[

D
XB

]CH4→C

CI 909.5nm
= 72 with

η = 0.20,
[

D
XB

]CH4→C+

CII 426.7nm
= 277 with η = 0.56,

[
D

XB

]CH4→H

Hγ
= 390 with η = 0.19 were deter-

mined.

η < 1 means that less photons per particle are observed during the break-up than expected

from the bare number of C or H particles in the initial hydrocarbon. For example, the num-

ber of CI(909.5nm) photons emitted per CH4 launched into the plasma is only 20% of the

number that would be calculated using ADAS per isolated C atom launched into the same

plasma. Either less photons are emitted, e.g. due to dissociation of a molecular fragment

into an atom or ion which is directly excited in a higher electronic state than the upper state

of the observed transition, or more likely, less fragments of the observed kind are produced

during the catabolism, e.g. absence of neutral C due to dissociation of CD+ into D and

C+. In the case of hydrogen: the absence of a large fraction of photons per atom (η ' 0.2)

has been observed transition-independently for Hβ, Hγ, and Hδ. Only about 20% of the

expected hydrogen atoms have been detected, thus probably more protons than atoms are

built up during the break-up. In the case of the carbon balance: on the one hand only 20%

of the theoretically possible CI(909.5nm) photons per neutral C are detected, and on the

other hand the number of CII(426.7nm) photons per C+ is about a half that theoretically

possible. However, more CI and CII transitions have to be analysed to discriminate the

two possible effects mentioned above, the large difference in the efficiency for C and C+

indicates that the destruction path, though it is a multi-step process, goes substantially via

molecular ions, which is in-line with HYDKIN calculations and the prominent presence of

the CD+ A-X band (fig.1a) in TEXTOR.

3.2 Effective D/XB values for methane from different devices

A set of data from different experiments exists for ohmic or L-mode discharges with injec-
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tion of CH4/CD4 into outer divertor plasmas. At JET the injection was into the private

flux region PFR.
[

D
XB

]CH4→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
related to the full band emission was determined to 55-60

[10,23] when the outer-strike point was on the vertical target (Te = 40eV, ne = 6 · 1019m−3).

Though the toroidally homogeneity of the injection cloud is given in vertical configuration,

a minor loss of particles into the inner divertor and to the pump duct of the outer divertor

cannot be excluded and
[

D
XB

]CH4→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
= 55 is an upper limit. Similar values, but for lower

Te were reported in previous experiments [14].

At DIII-D the injection was into the scrape-off layer (SOL) (Te = 22.5eV, ne = 2.5 ·1019m−3)

and
[

D
XB

]CH4→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
was determined to 40+/-11 [19] when normalised to the full band. At

ASDEX Upgrade methane injection into the PFR and SOL for high density hydrogen plas-

mas is well described [24]. The D/XB value related to the Gerö band varies between 4 and

20 for ne = 2...8 · 1019m−3 and Te = 5...15eV ).

Fig.3 shows an overview of
[

D
XB

]CH4→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
and

[
D

XB

]CD4→CD

A 2∆→X 2Π
from the different experi-

ments compared with calculated values (HYDKIN) as function of Te. Additional experi-

mental data, in particular from TEXTOR, was added and, for clarification, in some cases

only representative points were taken from a larger set of data. The corresponding λspan and

f(Trot, λspan) values which were applied for the normalisation are given in tab.2.

Though different local conditions and geometries are involved, the general increase of

[
D

XB

]CH4→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
with Te, as calculated with HYDKIN, is well reproduced, indicating both

the reliability of the underlying database for the methane break-up chain and the general

consistency of experimental results over a wide plasma parameter range. However, in de-

tail the experimental data with graphite surrounding shows higher effective D/XB values,

which means less light is observed than expected from HYDKIN. This discrepancy might be

attributed to the simplified assumption of a constant plasma, to a loss of particles during

the injection due to deposition or transport, or to changes in local conditions. For a more
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detailed comparison ERO calculations for each experiment are needed which are here out of

the scope.

3.3 Injection-induced re-erosion of higher hydrocarbons

The experimentally determined
[

D
XB

]CH4→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
shows no indication of enhancement due to

an additional source in the presence of a graphite surrounding. However, experiments with

CH4 injection show an accompanying emission of C2 light when the injection was through

gas inlets surrounded by graphite or when graphite layers are present.

In fig.4 the time evolution of φC2
d−a during methane injection (3 · 1018 part.

s
) in the attached

outer divertor of ASDEX Upgrade is shown. The outer strike point was swept twice over the

local injection. Low intrinsic φC2
d−a was detected in the reference phase, whereas with CH4

injection a strong and nearly instantaneous increase of φC2
d−a up to a factor six was observed.

The present understanding is: a fraction of the injected methane is locally deposited and

immediately, with a high erosion rate re-eroded, substantially as higher hydrocarbon. In the

consecutive discharge, apart from an increased emission during the strike-point formation no

enhanced emission of C2 light was observed. These observations are similar to experiments

with the PPI [19], where also an increase of φC2
d−a with methane injection was measured. The

C2 light decreased in the subsequent discharges without injection. This dynamic process as

well as the contribution of possible re-eroded methane to the CH light emission is a topic

of present modelling with erosion deposition codes.

4. Hydrocarbon fluxes and erosion yields

Because of the limited space I confine myself on three examples, one which deals with the

contribution of ethene to Y chem
C , one which indicates the improved understanding of data

analysis, and one which investigates the hydrocarbon flux in detached divertor plasmas.

4.1. The contribution of C2Hy to Y chem
C in the JET outer divertor

In JET, calibration experiments were made in deuterium discharges (L-mode, Te = 25eV
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and ne = 5.5 · 1019m−3) with circumferential puffing of ethene through an injection module

(GIM10) located between the vertical plates of the outer divertor. The outer strike point

was swept over the injection locations, thus C2H4 was either injected in the near, the far

SOL or in PFR [25]. A reference discharges with hydrogen injection was performed to match

the plasma parameters. The injection through GIM10 into the scrape-off layer suffer from a

gas bypass (∼ 25% loss), the non-homogeneity of the injection (≤ 40% of the expected gas

reaches the observation volume) as well as from the cross-divertor transport (∼ 10% loss)

when the outer strike point is positioned near to the injection location. This has been re-

cently identified in tracer injection experiments with the outer-strike point portioned slightly

below GIM10 by the analysis of the local deposited 13C [26]. Analysis and simulations are

ongoing to determine the exact portion of injected gas reaching the observation volume de-

scribed in [14].

However, an upper limit for the effective inverse photon efficiency
[

D
XB

]C2H4→C2

d 3Π→a 3Π
for the C2

Swan band (fC2
d−a(Trot = 3000K,λspan = 515.3nm−516.6nm) = 4) is determined to be below

75. Fig.5 shows the erosion yield distribution with the strike-point fixed on the poloidal

location of GIM10. The erosion yield Y
chem, C2Hy

C is below 0.6% at the location with max-

imum impinging ion flux of about 1.65 · 1023 ions
s

at a surface temperature of about 450K.

This is essentially less than reported in [14] where the injection was in the PFR. However,

it is still above the predictions for the erosion yield from [3-4] which is for these conditions

about 0.3%.

4.2. The total sputtering yield in TEXTOR

In TEXTOR a pre-heatable spherical graphite limiter was used to determine the erosion

yield as function of the graphite temperature. The limiter was positioned at the LCFS

(ne = 5.2 · 1018m−3, Te = 42eV, Ti = 150eV, ΓD+ = 7.5 · 1022 ions s−1m−2) and pre-heated to

520 K before exposed to the plasma. Details on the applied spectroscopic systems and the
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experimental conditions can be found in [7].

Fig. 6a shows the behaviour of CD and Dγ intensity, with variation of the bulk temperature

under otherwise constant plasma parameters. Clearly, the decrease of CD intensity with

higher surface temperatures and its complete absence at 1300K can be observed [27]. Also

indicated is the behaviour of deuterium molecules, which disturbed the A − X band and

which were taken into account in the analysis [7]. However, above 1100K an increase of the

Dγ intensity can also be observed. Deuterium starts to be directly released as atoms and

not as molecules from the surface. The deuterium recycling flux can be obtained from the

extrapolated Dγ maximum value, where the release is pure atomic [7]. The intensity ratio

of Dγ from the maximum value to CD, multiplied with the ratio of the S/XB value for Dγ

taken from ADAS to
[

D
XB

]CD4→CD

A 2∆→X 2Π
deduced from injection experiments described before,

provides Y chem
C . Due to this correction the erosion yield is reduced from about Y chem

C = 4.0%

to Y chem
C = 3.0% in comparison to [27].

Fig.6b shows Y total
C deduced from the light intensity of CII at 426.7nm. The difference

at highest temperatures, where Y chem
C vanishes, represents Y phys

C . In the case of TEXTOR

Y chem
C and Y phys

C are almost balanced at the temperature of maximum erosion.

Although the yield determination is based only on the CD photon flux, contributions

from other hydrocarbons than CD4 are implicitly included: φCD
A 2∆→X 2Π = φCDx→CD

A 2∆→X 2Π +

φ
C2Dy→CD
A 2∆→X 2Π+.... Conversion using

[
D

XB

]CDx→CD

A 2∆→X 2Π
leads to the apparent particle flux Γ̃CDx

C

which overestimates ΓCDx
C by the contribution of Γ

C2Dy

C to the CD photon flux.

Γchem
C can be described as function of the measured CD and C2 photon fluxes:

Γchem
C = Γ̃CDx

C + (2−
[

D
XB

]CDx→CD

A 2∆→X 2Π[
D

XB

]C2Dy→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π

)Γ
C2Dy

C = Γ̃CDx
C [1 +

φC2

d 3Π→a 3Π

φCD
A 2∆→X 2Π

β]

The correction of the apparent particle flux depends on φC2

d 3Π→a 3Π/φCD
A 2∆→X 2Π and on the

branching ratio β = 2
[ D

XB ]
C2Dy→C2

d 3Π→a 3Π

[ D
XB ]

CDx→CD

A 2∆→X 2Π

− [ D
XB ]

C2Dy→C2

d 3Π→a 3Π

[ D
XB ]

C2Dy→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π

. Here, the correction for the erosion

yield deduced from CD emission is about 1.1, whereas φC2

d 3Π→a 3Π ' 0.1φCD
A 2∆→X 2Π and
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β ' 1. Thus, the measured CD light underestimates the total erosion yield by about 10%.

Note that we have omitted in this approach an essential production of carbon dimers out

of two methane break-up products as well as contributions from C3Dz. In the case of the

attached ASDEX Upgrade divertor in L-mode (Te ' 5 − 20eV ), the correction term is of

the order of 1.3, whereas β is about 1 and φC2

d 3Π→a 3Π/φCD
A 2∆→X 2Π ' 0.3 [11].

4.3 Hydrocarbon flux in detached plasmas

The operational regime for the outer divertor in ITER is a detached plasma. Not much

information about the chemical erosion, the hydrocarbon fluxes and the effective inverse

photon efficiencies for this regime is available yet. Previous experiments in DIII-D [28] have

shown a reduction of the light emission of the C2 Swan band and of the CH Gerö band when

the outer divertor detaches under L-mode conditions. The reduction was attributed to the

reduction of Γchem
C and Y chem

C , though the effective D/XB values for CHx and C2Hy in de-

tached plasma conditions were uncertain. Previous modelling predictions [28 and references

therein] indicated for methane
[

D
XB

]CH4→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
= 5, which is comparable with HYDKIN cal-

culations for T ' 1eV, ne ' 2 · 1020m−3.

In ASDEX Upgrade, experiments in L-mode with detachment of the outer divertor by means

of strong deuterium puffing were performed. Two sweeps of the outer strike-point over the

gas injection location were made. Whilst the first one is used as reference, the second one is

for the in-situ calibration of the photon fluxes with by CH4 and C2H4 injection. In detach-

ment a strong reduction of both the intrinsic photon flux of φCD
A−X (fig.7) and φC2

d−a of more

than a factor 12 was observed in comparison to an attached plasma reference. In the case

of the CD A-X transition in detachment, strong disturbance (up to 50%) by the BD A-X

transition was found and taken into consideration in the analysis.

With injection of either CH4 or C2H4, a clear increase in the light emission was observed.

The corresponding effective inverse photon efficiencies were determined to
[

D
XB

]CH4→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
=
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18 + /− 7 and
[

D
XB

]C2Hy→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
= 47 + /− 19. The value for methane is about 1.2-4.0 times

higher than reported in [24] for high density L-mode discharges with attached outer divertor.

An increase of the emission zone of the injected species was detected and the loss of photons

was estimated. However, the D/XB values represent upper limits and further modelling

is required.

Qualitatively similar results with stronger reduction of intrinsic light in divertor detachment

were obtained in DIII-D under comparable plasma conditions [19]. Methane injection with

the PPI provides
[

D
XB

]CH4→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
of about 98+/-25, normalised to the full emission range,

and thus about 2.5 larger in comparison to a typical attached case. Both experiments indi-

cate that indeed the reduction of φCD
A−X (fig.7) and φC2

d−a is accompanied by a reduction of

the eroded hydrocarbon particle flux when the plasma detaches. The question, whether the

flux reduction is linked to a reduction of Y chem
C , is topic of a forthcoming paper.

5. Summary and conclusion

Passive emission spectroscopy was applied to determine effective inverse photon efficiencies,

hydrocarbon fluxes and erosion yields in different fusion devices. This was achieved by

means of in-situ calibration with hydrocarbon injection - either with a single inlet or with

systems distributed on the circumference. Effective inverse photon efficiencies for a variety

of hydrocarbons, specifically in the case of the CH Gerö band and of the C2 Swan band,

were measured in reference experiments in TEXTOR without surface contamination. The

normalised photon-per-particle production efficiencies for η(CII) ' 0.5, η(CI) ' 0.2 and

η(Hγ) ' 0.2 as well as the observation of CH+ during methane injection in TEXTOR in-

dicate that at high electron temperatures the break-up chain, though a multi-step process,

goes substantially via molecular ions. The TEXTOR benchmark experiment verified the

current database for the methane break-up, used in different erosion/deposition models. An

independent verification of the database was done at DIII-D [16].
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A comparison of D/XB values for methane, obtained in different machines as a function

of Te, was presented and compared to calculations with HYDKIN. The re-erosion of higher

hydrocarbons built up during injection of methane was observed and its influence on the

effective inverse photon efficiencies for methane discussed.

At JET, the part of the erosion yield associated with the production of C2Hy was measured

in the outer divertor in L-mode: it was as low as 0.6%. Improvements in the data analysis

for chemical erosion yields were brought forth by TEXTOR. Higher hydrocarbons play a

minor role. Physical and chemical erosion are balanced and each process lay about 3.0% at

the temperature maximum for chemical - hence total - erosion.

First results on hydrocarbon injections into the detached outer divertor of DIII-D and AS-

DEX Upgrade were shown, indicating a drastic reduction of the hydrocarbon flux by more

than one order of magnitude during detachment, although higher effective inverse photon

efficiencies were measured than predicted by HYDKIN. This regime has been identified as

favourable for ITER and further experiments on different machines are foreseen to exploit

its advantage of low chemical erosion.

This work was done in the frame of the European Task Force on Plasma-Wall Interaction.
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Tables

Table 1

species
CH(CD) Gerö band C2 Swan band

D
XB

EXP
D

XB
JR

D
XB

EXP
D

XB
JR

CH4 27 37 1030 -

C2H4 35 53 40 25

C2H6 30 46 59 28

C3H8 19 28 41 20

CD4 36 (46) 930 -

C2D4 31 (65) 48 (33)

C2D6 27 (57) 65 (37)
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Table 2

experiment species span [nm]
[

D
XB

]span

A 2∆→X 2Π
f(Trot, λspan)

[
D

XB

]full range

A 2∆→X 2Π

ASDEX Upgrade [11] CH 430.0-431.5 154 2.8 55

ASDEX Upgrade [23] CH 430.0-431.5 11-56 2.8 4-20

DIII-D [17] CH 427.0-431.5 71 1.8 39

JET [10] CD 429.4-430.9 154-168 2.8 55-60

JET [22] CD 427.8-431.5 100 1.9 53

JET [14] CD 427.8-431.5 80 1.9 42

TEXTOR [23] CH 430.0-431.5 100-240 2.8 32-110

TEXTOR [here] CD 429.5-431.0 101 2.8 36

TEXTOR [here] CH 430.0-431.5 76 2.8 27
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Table captions

Table 1: Break-up of different types of CxHy in D plasmas (Te = 35eV ) and CxDy in H

plasmas (Te = 45eV ). Effective D/XB values are related to the full emission range. Values

in brackets are calculated under the assumption of ordinary hydrocarbon injection. Table 2:

D/XB value normalisation: f(Trot, λspan) values for the Gerö band in different experiments

with CD4 or CH4 injection (at different Te values).

Figure captions

Figure 1: a) Measured and modelled spectra of the A-X band of CD+ and CD. b) No

difference in the ro-vibrational population of the C2 Swan band for similar plasmas.

Figure 2: CD4 injection in TEXTOR: a) 2D pattern of CD light, b) Penetration depth for

C2, CII, CD and Dγ, and c) ERO modelling of the CD light pattern.

Figure 3: Normalised
[

D
XB

]CH4→CH

A 2∆→X 2Π
observed in different fusion devices and calculated val-

ues from HYDKIN as function of Te.

Figure 4: Observation of φC2 during CH4 injection in ASDEX Upgrade.

Figure 5: In-situ determination of Y chem
C attributed to C2Hy in JET.

Figure 6: Determination of Y chem
C and Y phys

C by simultaneous observation of CH, CII and

Dγ in TEXTOR.

Figure 7: Gerö band in the outer divertor of ASDEX Upgrade under attached and detached

(w/wo methane injection) plasma conditions.
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